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Be a ‘Catalyst for Change’
Credit union leaders advocate for financial
inclusion, support DEI in wake of unrest.
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ing unrest. “As member-owned
ening our commitment to diversity
financial cooperatives with the philosophy of ‘people and inclusion. Diversity is important, but only if it’s
helping people,’ credit unions are uniquely posi- more than simply ‘checking the right boxes.’ Inclusion
requires a deep commitment to cultural change,”
Hood wrote.
QUICK TAKE F O R YO U R N E X T B O A R D M E E T I N G
Hood has called on regulators to make inclusion a top priority in the financial services industry.
Income Disparities Increase Financial Vulnerability
He says private industry should support inclusive
A recent U.S. Census Bureau report shows that in 2018, U.S. median household income
growth in underserved communities nationwide,
reached an all-time high of $63,170, but not all groups did equally well. While the median
especially those where opportunities are limited.
household income was $70,642 for White households, it was $41,361 for Black households,
“This includes giving more working families
a disparity that has persisted since the late 1960s.
access to tools that help them achieve financial
independence, providing more young people with
Days worth of liquid savings
the educational and vocational training they need to
succeed, and nurturing the material conditions that
allow people to prosper and thrive,” Hood says. “Each
of these will help Americans build stronger communities and a healthier society.”
The CUNA Board has expressed an expectation
that everyone involved in the credit union movement live the mission of “people helping people”
rooted in compassion for all, noting it’s important to:
n Recognize the historic, systemic, and institutional
racism toward Black people and Black communities.
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Find training resources
on diversity, equity,
and inclusion at
cuna.org/learn

treated regardless of their racial identity.
n Be unwavering in your commitment to deepen
and support black and other historically marginalized communities by promoting financial inclusion,
equity, and economic opportunity, recognizing the
mission of “people helping people” and the credit
union’s movement’s unique position to be a catalyst
for change.
“The time is now to do more and to be intentional about our words and our actions to advance our

commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion,” says
Troy Stang, CUNA Board chair and president/CEO
of the Northwest Credit Union Association. “Credit
unions are founded on the ‘people helping people’
principle and make a positive difference in the lives
of millions of members every day.
“We are committed to listening to AfricanAmerican voices, learning from their experiences,
and taking immediate action to be part of positive
change in our country and at home.”

Understanding Asset/Liability Management
CUNA Professional
Development Online:
cuna.org/cpdonline

Use ALM practices to predict the credit
union’s future financial health.
While asset/liability management (ALM) is primarily
the responsibility of management, it’s important for
board members to understand ALM and the issues
surrounding it.
That’s because this financial information plays a
critical role in the board’s strategy and policymaking
efforts.
“ALM is important because financials show you
the past. They tell you where the ship has been and
whether the ship is floating right now,” says Tim
Harrington, president of TEAM Resources. “ALM helps
predict the future. It tells you where the ship is going
and if it’s heading to the rocks or to the port.”
ALM involves making decisions and managing
the credit union’s assets and liabilities so cash flows
and interest rates interact to produce the desired
levels of net income, capital, and liquidity.
This involves taking some risks, but avoiding
excessive risks that could harm the credit union.
Management typically provides the board with
ALM reports and calculations that measure financial

risk. But it’s up to the board to understand the risks
and, with the CEO, establish limits on the risks the
credit union takes.
As a board member, you must have a solid
understanding of ALM concepts to ask probing
questions about the reports and other information
you receive so you can provide proper oversight of
management decisions.
The board is responsible for the overall direction
and success of the credit union. ALM policies set
reasonable limits on how much interest-rate risk the
credit union may take to achieve its goals.
“You’re trying to predict what’s going to happen
to capital in the future,” Harrington says. “The ultimate question that must be answered is ‘how much
capital is at risk?’
“Based on how we look today and what we
think is going to happen, are we going to survive?”
Harrington continues. “And if we do survive, will we
have adequate capital at the end of the storm?”
Over the next few months, Credit Union Directors
Newsletter will feature topics that are relevant to
understanding ALM and what board members need
to know to fulfill their duties.

‘YOU’RE TRYING TO PREDICT WHAT’S
GOING TO HAPPEN TO CAPITAL
IN THE FUTURE.’
TIM HARRINGTON.
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Connecting credit union board & committee
members nationwide

CUNA

CREDIT UNION
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
COMMUNITY

“The community
discussions and shared
files are a wonderful
way to share wisdom
and ideas across
the industry. The
community helps build
remote but authentic
relationships and
serves as a jumping off
point providing both
expertise on-demand
and knowledge
archiving. ”
- Ed Lis, vice president of
finance & compliance,
First Choice Financial FCU

Looking for a way to connect with your fellow board and
committee members virtually? Join the CUNA Credit Union
Board of Directors Community, an online platform for you
to connect with your peers to solve problems and build
knowledge to help you in your role.
What is it?
// Online platform to connect you with your peers nationwide
// Ask and answer questions that come up at board meetings
// Participate in discussions on topics that matter to you
// A space to access files for on-the-go resources
How do I contribute?
// Start a conversation by posting a message or question on
the discussion board
// Share files that may be a helpful tool for others
Who to contact for help?
// Reach out to hello@cuna.coop to help you get started
Get started at community.cuna.org
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Invaluable insights on trends
that affect credit unions

CUNA

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCAN

Move forward with timely information
Having relevant industry insights, trends and information at
your disposal is a critical factor in the success of your futurefacing strategic decisions. Equip yourself for what lies ahead
with CUNA Environmental Scan (E-Scan).
E-Scan compiles expert analysis and forecasting data to help
you make the best decisions for your credit union and your
members. Make the most of your resources by focusing on the
latest trends that make an impact.
New for 2020-2021! Your purchase of the PDF report will
include a Fall 2020 update to help keep your plans relevant in
changing times.

ENDORSED BY

CUNA Councils

Learn more at cuna.org/escan_trends
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Leadership in Challenging Times
Boards play a key role in bringing the
movement forward.
People helping people—it’s the principle we’re founded on and one we are committed to every day. We
can’t stand by our mission of making brighter financial futures more accessible without acknowledging
the deep pain and tragedy happening in our country
right now.
Since the outset of the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic, more than 100,000 people have died and
there have been numerous other impacts. It has hit
Black and Hispanic communities especially hard.
At the same time, we continue to see the deep
racial injustice that permeates our country.
It is a pivotal time. As leaders in the credit union
industry, this is when we have to step up and lead. This
is when we do the right thing for our colleagues, our
members, and our partners.
As board members, you lead our movement forward. You’ve stepped up in countless ways to help
members through these unprecedented times.
When it comes to racial injustice, you hold power
to make positive change in our communities and
country. Leadership in our industry can pave the way
for our employees, our members, and communities to
make good on the values we espouse around diversity, equity, and inclusion.
As leaders, I think that means:

We cannot let issues of race and
injustice die on the vine

We cannot sweep these issues under the rug after a
few sessions. We need to regularly—right now and
in the long-term—engage in explicit conversations
around race and our role in the credit union movement to fight injustice and barriers to a brighter
financial future for all.
We must not only espouse a belief in diversity,
equity, and inclusion (DEI) in our industry, but regularly create space for the work to come to life. The DEI
Council at CUNA Mutual Group brings speakers in to
allow employees to learn and discuss these issues.

We must ask the equity question, “Who
is benefiting and who is burdened?”

The decisions we make now will have amplified
impact on various communities. When making decisions, we need to pause and ask who is benefiting
and who is being burdened by this particular decision.

We must rally around our workforce

We cannot be a truly inclusive industry committed to
our founding principles without committing to racial
justice in the communities where we work, live, and
serve. Taking care of each other has been at the forefront of our values at CUNA Mutual Group, and for
me that includes our DEI work. It includes the speakers we bring to our campus, the learning opportunities we offer, and the engagement resource groups
we support. It means proudly and publicly voicing
our stance that Black lives matter.

CUNA Mutual Group:
cunamutual.com

‘WHEN IT COMES
TO RACIAL
INJUSTICE, YOU
HOLD POWER TO
MAKE POSITIVE
CHANGE IN OUR
COMMUNITIES
AND COUNTRY.’
ROBERT TRUNZO

We must make a personal commitment

You may have already made a personal commitment
to be on this journey, or you may be just starting. I
am continuing to take steps on my journey and our
organization is working to support each employee as
they reflect on where they are in each of their own
journeys. Wherever you are in yours, make the commitment, voice it, and keep moving forward.
We must reach out. There are several organizations and individuals within the credit union movement that offer a wealth of knowledge, experience,
and wisdom regarding DEI. Reach out and ask for
help.
I know personally there are incredible leaders in
our industry, and I know we will rise to this challenge.
Positive change starts in each of our communities,
offices, and branches.
ROBERT TRUNZO is president/CEO of CUNA Mutual
Group.
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Continue CECL Preparations Amid Delays
CUNA board and
committee resources:
cuna.org/board

Don’t fall behind on implementation of
the new accounting standard.
In the midst of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, credit unions continue to prepare for the January
2023 deadline for compliance with the Current
Expected Credit Losses (CECL) accounting standard.
While NCUA has formally requested an exemption from the standard for credit unions, those preparing their organizations amid the chaos say it’s
important to move forward with implementation.
CECL is a new accounting standard that recognizes lifetime expected credit losses as opposed
to the current “incurred-loss” approach and could
impact the decisions the board makes about capital,
asset/liability management, and other strategic decisions.
Whether identifying a third-party solution to
help navigate the new standard or addressing the
issue internally, experts say there is no time like the
present to be sure your credit union is on track.

Process underway

Send us your comments:
directors@cuna.coop

At this point, credit unions should have determined
how to approach CECL and begun gathering data,
says Ashley Vandermause, chief financial officer
(CFO) at $223 million asset UnitedOne Credit Union
in Manitowoc, Wis.
“They should have decided first if they’re going
‘in-house’ or with an external vendor,” Vandermause
explains. “And if they’re going with a vendor, they
should have chosen that vendor.”
Many factors influence that decision,
Vandermause says, including the complexity of the
credit union’s balance sheet and available internal
resources.
Vandermause says her team has realized significant efficiencies by partnering with a vendor that is
familiar with its workflows, requires fewer monthly
downloads, and gives higher confidence in the data
since it’s not being recreated across platforms.
Paul Meissner, CFO at $985 million asset Credit
Union of America in Wichita, Kan., says his organization began the CECL implementation process with a
high level of confidence due to its longtime practice
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of tracking losses in a manner similar to what will be
required by the CECL standard.
“I’m not convinced that you have to use one of
these super-complicated models,” Meissner explains.
“In the end, you’re still coming up with an estimate.”
Brett Fisher, vice president of asset/liability management at $2.7 billion asset Founders Federal Credit
Union in Lancaster, S.C., says credit unions need to
know their core system inside and out, and have clarity on all associated capabilities early in the process.
“You need an understanding of what’s manual
and what’s automated so you can know how you’re
going to get your data,” he says.

COVID-19 concerns

In parallel with nationwide efforts to prepare and
comply with the new standards, NCUA Chairman
Rodney Hood has urged the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) to exempt credit unions
from the pending requirements, citing complications
brought about by COVID-19 and a lack of a compelling case for the application of standards uniquely to
credit unions.
CUNA and the leagues also have advocated for
an exemption for credit unions.
Regardless of whether FASB heeds NCUA’s
request, it’s best to be prepared.
“Some in the industry have held back, hoping
[the deadline] either gets delayed or the standards
ultimately aren’t implemented at all,” Vandermause
says. “But we have to prepare as if it will and try not
to wait too long.
“If anything changes, at least we will be prepared.”

‘WE HAVE TO
PREPARE AS IF
CECL WILL BE
IMPLEMENTED.’
ASHLEY VANDERMAUSE
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